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Abstract—The energy efficiency of a hybrid electric vehicle is dictated by the topology (coupling option of power sources/sinks), choice (technology) and control of components. The first design area among these, the topology, has the biggest flexibility of all, yet, so far in literature, the topology design is limited investigated due to its high complexity. In practice, a predefined small set of topologies is used to optimize their energy efficiency by varying the power specifications of the main components (sizing). By doing so, the complete design of the vehicle is, inherently and to a certain extend, sub-optimal. Moreover, various complex topologies appear on the automotive market and no tool exists to optimally choose or evaluate them. To overcome this design limitation, in this work, a novel framework is presented that deals with the automatic generation of possible topologies given a set of components (e.g., engine, electric machine, batteries or transmission elements). This framework uses a platform (library of components) and a hybrid knowledge base (functional and cost-based principles) to set-up a constraint logic programming problem and outputs a set of feasible topologies for hybrid electric vehicles. These are all possible topologies that could be built considering a fixed, yet large, set of components. Then, by using these results, insights are given on what construction principles are mostly critical for simulations times and what topologies could be selected as candidate topologies for sizing and control studies. Such a framework can be used for any powertrain application, it can offer the topologies to be investigated in the design phase and can provide insightful results for optimal design analyses.

Index Terms—automatic topology generator, platform based design methodology, hybrid electric vehicles, constraint logic programming over finite domains.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTIMAL design studies are required for the upcoming hybrid powertrains introduced on the market, where various targets are to be considered. Besides fuel, which has been the biggest drive in developing hybrid vehicles, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) need to optimize their designs for emissions (e.g., CO₂, NOₓ), performance, costs or comfort [1], [2]. Driven by the OEMs engineering experience and the non-triviality characteristic of the choosing a topology question, design studies, for sizing and control, of hybrid powertrains assume the topology to be known [3]–[5]. This traditional, heuristic, design approach is hard to re-use, decreases the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) chance to comply with future exhaust emission legislation and, usually, leads to costly re-design steps. These disadvantages arise mostly because the dependencies between various levels of design are neglected. Ergo, there is a need of integrating the topology design with control or sizing design, such that the explicit coupling between these design areas is addressed.

Prior studies [6]–[11] have shown that by integrating the sizing and control design of HEV, one can improve the energy efficiency significantly. More recent studies have also tried to show the influence of topology change of one or more components [12]–[20] or to integrate the topology selection, as a discrete choice, with the sizing and control of components [21]–[23]. Yet, no methodology exists to build or determine suitable topologies candidates for these sizing or control studies and, as substitute, a discrete and limited set of topologies is used. Endeavors of developing topological synthesizing frameworks can be found in the works of [24] and [25], which are constructed for one particular sub-system of a bigger system (e.g., gearbox, electric machine).

In this article, to attain a hybrid electric powertrain optimal design, a constraint-search-based topology generation tool is introduced. This design framework requires a structured system-based approach to find the set of feasible topologies. Once this set is found, the design of individual topologies can be further reduced to match a particular application (e.g., an in-city bus), or, can be further optimized in terms of sizing and control. Automatically generating topologies is a heavy-computational problem [26], solvable within a finite time and design space only if the number of components is limited [27].

To solve this design challenge, the proposed framework is based on a limited set of components, from which it can find all feasible topologies. This limited set of elements can be seen also as a library of mechanical or electrical components from which one wants to construct topologies. By feasible domain we refer to a set of topologies that: (i) can ensure energy is delivered to the wheels; (ii) represent a hybrid electric configuration; (iii) avoid the redundant usage of components; and, (iv) can ensure certain hybrid modes/functionality, if desired (e.g., Brake energy recuperation).

The proposed automatic topology generation methodology starts with defining in a more abstract manner the functionality that a hybrid vehicle should provide. This definition is then completed by adding constraints on component connectivity and made robust again variations of the design dimensionality.
(e.g., more components can be added without breaching the problem setup). The benefit of such a tool lies also in the fact that, simple principles can restrict more then $5 \cdot 10^4$ design space to a 4779 feasible set of hybrid topologies with at most 16 components each. The strength of this method is the flexibility and modularity of its construction and the high level of detail it provides for the construction of new hybrid vehicles.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. After a brief description of HEV topologies and their design challenges is given in Section II, the library of mechanical components is described in Section III. Section IV describes the constraint satisfaction problem, and how can this be implemented for automatically generating HEV topologies; and, Section V presents the search algorithm. Next, Section VI reports results of the application of this design framework, and it is followed by concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. TOPOLOGIES OF HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Among the vast area of hybrid vehicles, three main categories of topologies can be distinguished: series, parallel and (mixed) series-parallel. The characteristics of these topologies are not going to be addressed in details here, seeing that in-depth details descriptions of them are given in comprehensive articles as [2], [12], [28]–[30]. The focus in view of this article is on the variety that these topologies have, and how, proven by current hybrids, they influence the fuel consumption, OEMs system costs and the return on investment of the customer. Each of these topology families (series,parallel) contains various descents that enable extra functionality modes (e.g., electric or engine-only driving) with the usage of extra components, as for example, clutches, brakes, etc. This is easily seen in current market examples, as the parallel Honda Civic, or the series-parallel General Motors (GM) Voltec, depicted in Fig. 1. Although, variants of hybrid cars, already, exist on the market, the topology (and its number of components) is not straightforward nor easy to choose.

Several comparisons between topologies exist, and among recent ones, in [13] the configurations of power-split hybrids of Prius and Chevrolet Volt are compared. Using a dynamic modeling both configurations are compared and modified into Prius+ and Volt+, with no loss of performance. This demonstrates that small design variations can bring significant benefits in terms of costs, fuel or another design target. It is, therefore, important to investigate what are the trade-offs between these design targets, and how optimally global sets of parameters can be identified on a wide variety of topologies.

On today’s market, there exist, increasingly, complex topologies, including power split devices, multiple clutches or brakes, more complex gearboxes, more motors and more battery packs. All these are design choices and the chosen ones will result in a certain system cost, energy efficiency, vehicle performance, emissions, and so on. This shows the difficulty of choosing a topology and motivates the need for automatic methods to synthesize these architectures for hybrid vehicles.

A. Hybrid Vehicle Functionality

In contrast to other vehicles, i.e., combustion-only or full-electric driven, hybrids are characterized by at least two prime movers, usually, referred to as combustion engine and an electric machine. With hybrids configurations, the fuel consumption and the emissions of a vehicle can be reduced,
while achieving the same performance. This is attained by smartly combining the benefits of pure combustion engine driving with full-electric driving [31].

If one regards the prime movers as power sources and the wheels as power consumers, then any other choice of components connecting these two constitutes the topology. Depending on this topology choice, certain functionalities, or modes, of the hybrid powertrain are (or not) enabled. In both, academia and industry, one can find different names for these operation modes. In principle, six categories are distinguished, and described below.

a) Engine-only mode (Conventional vehicle): represents conventional driving, i.e., similar to as the vehicle would not be a hybrid. In this case, the combustion engine is the only power source, which provides the requested traction power. This mode is possible if all other power sources in the hybrid driveline can be decoupled from it (using clutches or brakes).

b) Electric-only mode (Battery drive, Stop Go, Zero Emission): refers to pure-electric driving with one or multiple electric machines. This mode requires the possibility of decoupling the engine from the driveline and its usability depends on the size of the battery.

c) Motor-Assist, Motor power assist, or Boosting: refers to any combination of at least two different power sources in delivering the required power. These modes emphasise the ability of an electric motor to help share the load with an engine towards an optimal fuel driving and, furthermore, enable engine downsizing without loss of performance.

d) Regenerative braking mode (Brake Energy Recovery): refers to the process of recovering the kinetic energy of a slowing down vehicle into another form of energy, which can be used, directly, or stored until needed. This mode is both different and an improvement when compared with conventional braking systems, where the excess kinetic energy is converted to heat by friction, ergo wasted.

e) Start-Stop mode: enables the vehicle to switch off its engine when stopped and turn it back on when needed. This functionality is achieved with an electric machine used either as a starter motor or as a full functioning electric machine, operating at higher voltages.

f) Charging mode (Battery recharge): is a mode where the engine is used both for propulsion as-well as charging the battery.

g) Re-charge (Plug-in): refers to the ability of the vehicle to be recharged from an energy grid, and it is not by itself a driving mode, but more of a technological feature.

To illustrate, several functionalities (i.e., regenerative braking, engine only, hybrid modes, pure electric) typically present in a hybrid car are depicted in Fig. 2 together with their power flow directionality. Here dots can represent component choices and lines their connectivity. By following a certain reasoning about the closing and openings of the clutches and brakes, these modes can be easily identified, for any topologies, (e.g., Fig. 1).

Note that, by having all modes in one topology does not directly imply the maximum driveline efficiency nor an optimal fuel consumption of a vehicle. The more complex one topology is, the more modes this vehicle can drive in yet also higher costs. Essentially, as mentioned before, the choice of topology (and its optimal parameters) will dictate system costs, fuel consumption, emission levels, complexity and weight. Therefore, an optimal selection of topology is required and must be integrated with an optimal sizing and control design of the vehicle. This leads back to the question introduced in the beginning, how to build all possible topologies (given a finite components set). To achieve this family of solutions, in the following sections, we map the functionalities that the system is supposed to have to a set of possible components, and overall build a framework to generate these topologies.

III. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS LIBRARY

A finite set of components constitutes a library from which any existing (i.e., known market HEV topologies, as the Toyota Prius) or future topology can be build. Besides the power sources (internal combustion engine, electric machine) and consumers (wheels) mentioned before, for further functionalities other transmission components are used (e.g., clutches, brakes or power split devices). This limited set of components, referred to as the design platform in design studies by [26], [52], is defined in Table I, denoted by τ, and is used here as a pre-defined input to the topology generator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Number, τ</th>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Maximum Number of Instances</th>
<th>Number of Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Electric Machine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gearbox</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Planetary Gear Set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Differential+Wheels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clutch</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Brake</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3-node connector</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table I a 3-node connector represents a component that can connect 3-edges of other components, e.g., a torque coupler or power electronics. One example of a torque coupler is depicted in Fig. 1 where the electric machine connects, with fix or no gears, to the main shaft of the engine. This 3-node connector element is defined to confine the design space, the computational time, and to maintain a certain level of abstraction as regards to other works in this research area. Furthermore, in the virtue of the same reasons, in this study only the principal propulsion components are considered.
and extra auxiliary units (e.g., power steering system, air compressors, power take offs, etc) are not considered. We are interested to attain all possible series, parallel and (mixed) series parallel topologies that can have at most two electric machines, a gearbox and two planetary gear sets. Moreover, several clutches and brakes can be used, which gives rise to an enormous design space of $5.7 \cdot 10^{15}$. We neglect here very particular cases, as topologies with in-wheel motors and we do not analyse the connectivity of the energy buffers (i.e., fuel tank and batteries). Without loss of generality, given this framework, this can be easily extended, later on, to include these or other particular design principles.

A. Modular graph representation of topologies

Each component instance, denoted as $V$, that can appear in a topology, can be seen as an abstract representation of a real system, or collection of sub-systems that has certain functional principles. The automatic generation of topologies requires these components to have a modular and fixed formalized structure. This, to enable the computer-added synthesis of all possible topologies. For each component of this library several attributes are defined as follows: (i) component type, denoted as $\tau$ and, (ii) a maximum number of instances, i.e., how many times this component can be presented in a topology. The maximum number of appearances has been chosen such that, roughly, all possible topologies are covered.

Definition 1: A hybrid vehicle topology is an undirected connected finite graph, denoted as $T = (V,E)$, characterized by a set of nodes (components), $V$, and edges (connections between components), $E$, with the set $E$ containing two-element sub-sets of $V$. Furthermore, each node $V \in V$, representing a particular component, is characterized by the component type ($\tau$) and instance, which define the degree of the node. For ease of readability, the subscript of each $V$ will combine these characteristics (component type and instance) as

$V_{61}$ represents a node of component type $\tau = 6$, first instance (i.e., the first clutch),

$V_{62}$ represents a node of component type $\tau = 6$, second instance (i.e., the second clutch).

Note. For ease of understanding sets are marked in bold, i.e., $T$ is a set of topologies, where each instance is denoted by $T$. When the element $V$ is a conventional, 5 or 6-speed manual transmission, it will have an input and an output, which will be modeled as two edges. Using Definition 1, the conventional topology shown in Fig. 3 is written as

$$T = (V,E),$$
with $V = \{V_{11}, V_{61}, V_{31}, V_{51}\}$,

$$E = \{(V_{11}, V_{61}); (V_{61}, V_{31}); (V_{31}, V_{51})\}.$$  

We denote the set of all possible topologies $T^p$. Furthermore, we distinguish between feasible topologies $T^{fe}$ and infeasible topologies $T^i$. We say that a topology $T$ is feasible if and only if $T$ satisfies the following criteria: (i) it can ensure energy is delivered to the wheels; (ii) represents a hybrid electric configuration; (iii) avoids the redundant usage of components; and, (iv) can ensure certain hybrid modes (functionalities).

![Fig. 3: Undirected connected finite graph representation of a conventional powertrain topology.](image)

Otherwise, we say that the topology is infeasible. In the following sections, these criteria are transformed into constraints and the whole problem of generating such feasible topologies, $T^{fe}$, is formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). For this topology graph representation, we chose a level of detail that results in easy reconfigurable systems which mimics real vehicles. The components defined in the library (Table I) define real life components, but can also be seen as a cluster. For example, a gearbox can be any transmission element (as for example a Continuous Variable Transmission) that has two edges.

IV. AUTOMATIC TOPOLOGY GENERATION PROBLEM

Considering a predefined set of mechanical and electrical components, the problem of automatic generation of topologies reduces to finding all $T^{fe} \subseteq T^p$ fulfilling all functional constraints of a hybrid vehicle. This is a feasibility search problem (NP-complete) \[33\] Ch. 8 that can be formulated as

Find all $T^{fe} \subseteq T^p$,  
s.t.

$$c^f_{1,...,l} \subset C,$$  

$$c^f_{l+1,...,z} \subset C,$$  

$$C = c^f_{1,...,l} \cup c^f_{l+1,...,z},$$

where $c^f_{1,...,l}$ represents the $l$ functionality related constraints, $c^f_{l+1,...,z}$ represents the $z$ cost related constraints and $C$ the complete set of constraints for the problem. If, for example, also a minimal cost has to be considered, then the feasibility search problem becomes an optimization problem \[33\], and becomes

$$\min_{T^{fe} \subseteq T^p} \Phi(T^{fe}),$$  
s.t.

$$c^f_{1,...,l} \subset C,$$  

$$c^f_{l+1,...,z} \subset C,$$  

$$C = c^f_{1,...,l} \cup c^f_{l+1,...,z},$$

where $\Phi(T^{fe})$ is the optimization target, e.g., costs or number of components. In this paper, we would like to obtain the complete family of solutions that satisfy functionality and cost-related constraints, hence to solve (2) rather then (3).
A. Hybrid Topology Synthesis Framework

The automatic generator of topologies proposed in this work and depicted in Fig. 4 is a combination of a

i) top-down approach, e.g., mapping of each desired functionality of the system design level to constraints on the generated topologies, with a

ii) bottom-up approach, e.g., building a topology by choosing particular components of the library, defined in Table I, by reflecting on which are the functional principles of these components and what transmission components they need when forming a topology.

Such an approach, referred to, as platform-based design (PBS) in [32], [33], was successfully used in [26] to synthesize topologies for an aircraft electric power system, and in [36] for designing wireless systems. Thorough this work, we use PBS to determine how to build constraints for the problem described in [2], thereby providing a structured way of definition, modification, or extension of constraints for a given platform.

B. Formalizing the Constraint Satisfaction Problem

A CSP is, formally, defined by a set <X, D, C>, where X is a finite set of variables, D is a set of corresponding domains and C is a finite set of constraints [27], [34]. The domain of a variable is the set of possible values that this variable can take. For these variables, X, and their domains, D, a set of constraints are build, restricting the values that the variables can simultaneously take. Formally, a constraint Cijk... between the variables X_i, X_j, ..., X_k is any subset of the possible combinations of values of X_i, X_j, ..., X_k, i.e.,

\[ C_{ijk...} \subseteq D_i \times D_j \times D_k \times .... \]  

(4)

A constraint is said to be satisfiable if by assigning appropriate logical values (i.e., true, false) to its variables, this constraint holds. Summarizing, the CSP is a feasibility search problem for properly defined <X, D, C>.

For instance, consider the classic crypt-arithmetic puzzle example: Replace each letter by a different digit such that

SEND + MORE = MONEY

is a correct equation, presented in [27] Ch.8. Given this CSP, its set of elements are X = {S, E, N, D, M, O, R, Y}, with their domain, the set of digits, D = {0..9} and the constraints,

\[ C_1 \text{ The sum must work out } 1000 \cdot S + 100 \cdot E + 10 \cdot N + D + 1000 \cdot M + 100 \cdot O + 10 \cdot R + E = 10000 \cdot M + 1000 \cdot O + 100 \cdot N + 10 \cdot E + Y; \]

\[ C_2 \text{ the eight variables must all be assigned a different value.} \]

\[ C_3 \text{ S and M cannot be 0.} \]

Solving this constraint satisfaction problem can find, among others, the solution S = 2, E = 8, N = 1, D = 7, M = 0, O = 3, R = 6, Y = 5. A solver can be used to explore all possibilities and yield the complete set of solutions to the CSP.

In a similar manner, to position the question of automatic generation of powertrain topologies as a CSP problem, the variables and their domains are identified as

\[ X = V \cup E, \]

\[ D = \{0, 1\}^{V \cup E}, \]

(5)  

(6)

with V the variables representing nodes and E the variables representing edges, both defined in [1]. The values of 0
and 1 that components, V, and edges, E, can take represent their absence and presence, respectively. For instance, \( V_{41} = 1 \) would mean that the first PGS is present in the topology and \( (V_{41}, V_{11}) = 0 \) would mean that the first PGS is not directly connected to the engine.

### C. Functional and Cost Based Principles for HEV Design

To construct a feasible HEV topology, defined in Sec. III-A, generally, there are two categories of constraints that can be used. The first category, referred to as functionality constraints, has to ensure the proper functioning of the vehicle (i.e., criteria points (i), (ii) and (iv)) in Sec. III-A and all its subsystems, whereas the second category, referred to as cost constraints, restricts the redundant usage of components (i.e., criteria point (iii)). The problem of mapping functional descriptions, explained in Section II-A to a possible topology is the core of platform-based design-by-refinement paradigm [2]. This requires a prior description of the functionality that the system must employ and other restrictions on the design (cf. Sec. II and III). Moreover, this top-down mapping of functional descriptions is combined with the bottom-up mapping of component functional constraints in order to create a generic, structured approach, that is easily reusable.

1) **Functionality Constraints:** For a functional solution to be found, three categories of constraints are explain sequentially through examples: (a) graph consistency; (b) powertrain hybridization and modes; and, (c) components and subsystems correct functionality.

(a) Each candidate topology, \( T^p \), is functional if the power sources are directly or indirectly related to the wheels via connecting elements, i.e., the graph is connected. Consider the following constraint: “Each planetary gear set (PGS) should be connected to 3 other nodes” as defined in Table 1. Taking the node representing the first planetary gear set, \( V_{41} \), for a consistent solution, this implies the following constraints: (1) if the PGS is present then there are exactly three other nodes connected to it;

\[
V_{41} = 1 \rightarrow (V_{41}, V_{11}) + (V_{41}, V_{21}) + \ldots + (V_{41}, V_{83}) = 3,
\]

(7)

(2) If the PGS is absent then there are no nodes connected to it;

\[
V_{41} = 0 \rightarrow (V_{41}, V_{11}) + (V_{41}, V_{21}) + \ldots + (V_{41}, V_{83}) = 0.
\]

(8)

(3) If a PGS connection is present then the PGS is present.

\[
(V_{41}, V_{11}) + (V_{41}, V_{21}) + \ldots + (V_{41}, V_{83}) = 3 \rightarrow V_{41} = 1,
\]

\[
(V_{41}, V_{11}) + (V_{41}, V_{21}) + \ldots + (V_{41}, V_{83}) = 0 \rightarrow V_{41} = 0.
\]

(9)

Recall that \((V_{41}, V_{11})\) denotes a variable, as defined in (5). Furthermore, (7), (8) and (9) can be written as

\[
(V_{41}, V_{11}) + (V_{41}, V_{21}) + \ldots + (V_{41}, V_{83}) = 3 \cdot V_{41},
\]

(10)

When both planetary gear sets are considered, \( V_{41} \) and \( V_{42} \), (10) yields \( c_1^f \) as

\[
\sum_{\tau, i} (V_{4n}, V_{1n}) = 3 \cdot V_{4n}, \quad \forall \ i \in \{1, 2, 3\}, \tau \in \{1, \ldots, 8\}, n \in \{1, 2\}.
\]

Sequentially, to have consistency in the solutions found, similar constraints are built for all components defined in Table I. To ensure no self-loops (i.e., the connection of one node to itself) exist the connection of one element to itself is constraint by \( c^f_1 \) in Table II. More, the complete set of constraints used to generate topologies is presented in Table III and next, various types of constraints are explained and supported by examples. This search problem, defined in Table III can be then implemented using any solver suitable to CSP as it will be shown in Section VII.

(b) For powertrain hybridization, i.e., to have a hybrid electric vehicle, each topology should contain at least one node of type \( \tau = 1 \) (engine), one of type \( \tau = 2 \) (motor), one of type \( \tau = 5 \) (wheels) and one of type \( \tau = 6 \) (clutch). This will be constraint by \( c^f_1 \), which imposes the first instance of these elements to be present in all \( T^p \). Next, each candidate topology is functional if the power sources, \( \tau = 1 \) (engine) and \( \tau = 2 \) (motor), are directly or indirectly related to the loads \( \tau = 5 \) (diff+wheels) via connecting elements, \( c^f_1 \), i.e., each solution is a connected graph.

Since, we are searching for all feasible HEV topologies within the design space, we do not build constraints for each functioning mode defined in Sec. III-A. Enabling engine ON/OFF and full-electric driving are assumed to be desired in all topologies, i.e., there should be always one node of type \( \tau_1 \) (clutch) on one path between a node of type \( \tau_5 \) (engine) and a node of type \( \tau_6 \) (wheels). The placement of this \( \tau_6 \) is enforced through \( c^f_1 \) to be in direct connection with \( \tau_1 \) by constraining the edge between them, \((V_{11}, V_{61})\), to be always present, while positioning the clutch prior to the gearbox is another option. Although, usually, this clutch is part of the gearbox, or neglected from topology descriptions, we choose to place it next to engine for completeness and because not all topologies contain a gearbox. The remaining of the functioning modes, e.g., ICE only, are not enforced and will be used to post-process the results.

(c) Clutches and brakes are components used to couple or decouple parts of the driveline and their connectivity is constraint to ensure this functionality. For instance, no brakes or clutches are used to decouple the wheels from the remaining powertrain, and will be constraint here as well by \( c^f_1 \), \( c^f_2 \) and \( c^f_4 \). For brakes, we consider usual operation cases (a and b in Fig. 5), where the brakes are used to prevent freewheeling of the PGS (see also the GM Volt topology in Fig. 4a). This implies that if a \( \tau_6 \) (clutch) is connected to a \( \tau_5 \) (PGS), this is done with an additional \( \tau_8 \) (virtual node), which enables another power path, or the usage of a brake \( c^f_4 \) and \( c^f_6 \).

As the defined platform contains many two- or three-edges nodes (e.g., \( \tau_5 \) (clutches), \( \tau_6 \) (PGS)), a significant number of undesired loops can be obtained, if not restricted. By loop we refer to any part of the graph in which the search can be more then unidirectional (there are multiple options for transmitting power). These loops can result in an functional (yet redundant) HEV or in a nonfunctional vehicle. Examples of loops related to the expected functionality of the vehicle and its sub-components are depicted in Fig. 6. The depicted loops are counter examples for their corresponding constraints and
all $c_{10}^f$ throughout $c_{22}^f$ restrict similar constructions.

To complicate a more realistic representation of existing topologies in the current hybrid market, we assume that the gearbox will not be used by the motor, constraining their direct connection with $c_{25}^f$ or their connection via a clutch $c_{24}^f$. Given these 25 functionality constraints, assuming that cost of components is not yet considered, all the topologies obtained, $T^{f\epsilon}$, are able to transfer power from sources to consumers.

2) Cost Constraints: Once a feasible candidate topology has been found, which satisfies the constraints $c_{1-22}^f$, it is important to analyse it further for redundant usability of components. Such constructions are restricted using the cost constraints, $c^c \in C$ in [2], fully described in Table II.

For instance, connecting three $\tau_6$ (clutches) in a row brings no extra functionality, increases the system cost and complexity, and is eliminated by $c_{2}^c$. More, connecting three $\tau_8$ (virtual nodes) to each other creates another virtual node and can be restricted by $c_1^c$. Based on the same judgement, loops as depicted in Fig. 7 are also eliminated. Aside of these unnecessary loops, a $\tau_{8}$ (virtual node) is not allowed to be connected to two $\tau_7$ (brakes) ($c_{1}^f$) nor two $\tau_6$ (motors) ($c_{6}^f$), the latter one being considered a sizing investigation.

Due to the typically high gearbox ($\tau = 3$) efficiencies, constraints are build to restrict its decoupling via clutches. Examples of these types of loops are graphically depicted in Fig. 8 and constrained by $c_{22}^f$. By using
V. SEARCH ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

Since the value of the variables in this synthesis problem is represented by integer numbers and there is a finite number of components, this CSP problem becomes a constraint logic programming problem over finite domains (CLP(FD)) [27]. CLP(FD) are typically solved using a form of search and, among other used techniques, the most used are variants of backtracking, constraint propagation, and local search. In [34] an evaluation is done for constraint programming (CP) as a technique for solving CSP problems, and compared with operational research (OR) methodologies as simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithms (GA), branch and bound (BB), tabu search (TS) and integer programming (IP). These comparisons are used here to motivate the selection of CP for implementing the topology generation problem.

According to [34], although computationally more expensive CP gives better quality solutions than methods as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing or tabu search. Moreover, the computational burden of CP performance improves greatly if additional constraints are introduced (e.g., symmetry) as well as additional problem-specific information which is not always straight-forward in, for example, IP (Integer Programming). When compared with local search heuristic algorithms as simulated annealing, CP is more suitable for tightly constraints problems.

Comparing the method proposed in this article with previous methods (heuristic) choice of topologies [12]–[20], we can highlight that this method offers a simple and complete solution in a very short time, whereas previous methods do not. As long as the constraints set, C, is well-defined, the search algorithm will converge to the set of solutions. The calculation time greatly depends on the number of mechanical components (elements) considered the restrictiveness of the constraints and number and search algorithm. The problem defined in this article, in Table II is solved in less than 5 minute.

VI. DESIGN RESULTS

The proposed topology generation framework was implemented as a Constraint Logic Programming over Finite Domains (CLP(FD)) [27] program in SWI Prolog® [37] and the results were graphically depicted using Matlab®. Examples of simple generated topologies are depicted in Fig. 9 were current passenger HEV (Honda Civic IMA, Opel Ampera) or heavier commercial vehicles (Mercedes Atego BlueTec Hybrid, DAF LF Hybrid) can be identified, and examples of more complex topologies are depicted in Fig. 10.

Comparing topologies can be done at different abstraction levels, as for example considering their number of nodes, construction complexity, costs, efficiency or control flexibility. In this paper, the complexity of topologies is analysed as a function of their number of nodes, which requires no vehicle application knowledge and maintains a more general level of the methodology. Obviously, the larger the number of nodes and connections, the greater complexity of the physical construction of these powertrains. This analysis can also indicate

1 The computation was performed on a 64-bit Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 Computer @ 2.2 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
a directly proportional dependency to the control algorithms complexity and system cost. The analysis of each topologies efficiency, functionality and cost will not be addressed as this stage, but it will be considered in our future work.

Topologies or component variations will chance the library of components defined in Table 1 on pg. 3. The methodology to generate topologies is robust against these variations. For instance, with the addition of more electric machines or more batteries (i.e., maximum number of instances of the existing components), the search problem will be the same, and, most likely, the number of results will be bigger. At the addition of extra components to the library, new constraints must be defined to reflect the functionality and restrictions of these new components.

A. Design Space Complexity Analysis

By using the set of 47 constraints (conform Table II) to solve (2) and by varying the maximum number of appearances of each component (i.e., third column in Table I) the design space can be further analysed. This study does not give any indication of which topology is better for a vehicle (e.g., commercial or passenger vehicle), but provides a clear picture of all the possibilities that a manufacturer has when constructing a new hybrid car. In Fig. 11 several categories of topologies are identified based on their main construction characteristics and in Fig. 12 the dependency of the number of topologies on the number of connection points within a topology is shown.

Although some found solutions can be symmetric (i.e., equal in functionality), this aspect was not considered in this research and will implemented in future work as preprocessing. Moreover, we observed from preliminary work that symmetry elimination does not change the trends presented in this section.

From the analysis of the results presented in Fig. 11, one can observe that topologies which are very complex, including more then two planetary gear sets and two electric machines, represent the majority of solutions. Recent hybrid topologies, used in passenger vehicle, contain a transmission composed of a planetary gear set which combines two electric motors for driving. This is not yet used in heavy vehicles, where direct drive and manual or semi-automatic transmissions are widely used and effective. There exist 7 topologies with one gearbox and one electric machine (as for example parallel hybrids, cf. Fig. 9) and 81 topologies with a gearbox and two electric motors. If no planetary gear set is allowed when having a gearbox, then there exist a limited set of 88 topologies suitable for heavy duty vehicles.

The group of solutions when planetary gear sets and multiple virtual elements are added increases significantly. More than 4000 solutions contain more than 10 connection points, making them quite complex topologies to construct, control and, potentially, too costly. Complex topologies, as shown in Fig. 10, might not bring sufficient fuel efficiency to overcome the relative large cost of hybridization, therefore resulting in a long return on the investment for both the customer and the manufacturer.

When solving the search problem defined in this article, no preference is given to nodes (all nodes equally important). Yet, their importance, i.e., influence on the design results, can be analysed when looking at the complete set of generated powertrain topologies, $T^{fe}$. A node is more important in the complete solutions set if this node appears predominately in the generated topologies. This can be seen in Fig. 13, where the complete set $T^{fe}$ is depicted. Easily seen from Fig. 13 through the removal of a single PGS or a Virtual component, $T^{fe}$ is significantly reduced (see also Fig. 11 and 12). Hence,
Fig. 13: Graphical representation of the importance of each node/component in the topology graph for the whole family of generated topologies

The dimensions of the solution set, $T^{fe}$, increases with the increase of the maximum number of element-instances in Table 4, but it depends also on the importance of the node. If this reasoning, a node with a large number of edges will expand more the set of results.

The analysis of topologies costs necessitates component cost models. Since these models are application driven (the price for one kWh of an EM used in heavy duty HEV is different then the price for one kWh of an electric motor used in hybrid passenger vehicle), the cost is not considered in this article, and will be part of our future work. Reducing the number of solutions (feasible topologies) may include, besides cost analysis, and analysis of efficiency [38], complexity of construction, the ability to follow a driving cycle and so on.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we present a methodology to automatically generate, easily and in a structured way, hybrid vehicle topologies and second, we evaluate this method by investigating the results, classifying them and determining important trends in HEV topologies development. To begin with, a platform (library of components) was defined together with functionality and cost based principles. Using such principles, we set-up and implement a constraint logic programming problem, reducing the enormous original design space to a limited set of feasible topologies. The strength of this method is the flexibility and modularity of its construction and the high level of detail it provides for the construction of new hybrid vehicles.

It has been shown that, as a result of introducing new components the set of solutions increases significantly, yet no conclusion can be drawn on their fuel or cost efficiencies. Future work will address specific applications and how this generator can automatically filter out unsuitable topologies. Furthermore, to obtain an optimal system, studies to optimally size and control the components will be made.
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